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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 127 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Fourteen-year-old Nik is an up-and-coming
track star. Her parents move her to inner city Chicago from downstate Illinois to compete in a
larger market. Nik is quite disciplined; she lives by her own to-do list-Nik s List-and is quite
successful at meeting each goal she writes. Like most kids, one item of great importance on Nik s
List concerns the opposite sex, specifically kissing a boy. Little does Nik know that on the very first
day at her new school, she would see the guy she was destined to kiss--Todd. Nik adjusts her list
when she sees Todd; kissing him moves to first place. But Nik faces two problems: Todd s scheming
girlfriend, and the fact that Nik has never kissed a boy. How can Nik fix a problem like that? Easily.
Nik befriends Rusty to use for practice. Nothing could go wrong, right?.
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann-- Emmett Mann

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat-- Alexandra Weissnat
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